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Winner’s
Circle
Idaho Dealer Porter’s Office Products
Celebrates 100 Years of Service
In Rexburg, Idaho, Mark Porter and his team at Porter’s Office Products will be
celebrating something truly special this month, as they mark their dealership’s
100th year of service to the business community.
The dealership was founded in 1915 by Arthur Porter as a combination variety store and printing business and in true entrepreneurial fashion, Arthur also
bought an interest in the local newspaper.
One son got the printing business, another the local newspaper and Arthur’s
third son, Warren, got the variety store, which was to become the basis of
the current Porter’s Office Products business. Mark Porter, Warren’s grandson,
came on board to run the office supply division in 1998 and since then, he has
kept business humming.

EDITORIAL
Time to Get In Training to
Compete
This month’s cover story focuses on a fundamental
issue for just about any independent: how to compete effectively against an increasingly tough and
diverse group of business products resellers.
The article highlights six dealers in very different
markets across the country and looks at the various ways they are positioning their businesses to
compete. Not surprisingly, each of them does it
their own way but there is one key element they
share: They all put a premium on training, to make
sure their salespeople have the knowledge and
expertise to solve customer problems, build relationships and clearly differentiate themselves in a
crowded market.
That’s not a coincidence. Putting it simply, if you
aren’t committed to investing in ongoing training
and development for your people, particularly in
the customer-facing areas of the business, you’re
asking for trouble.
And if you’re wondering why you should spend
money training people who might leave, ask yourself what it would cost you and your business to
work with a bunch of people who don’t know what
they’re doing and who stay!

Porter’s Office Products today is some 24 hard-working industry professionals strong, operating out of a 12,000 sq. ft. headquarters facility in Rexburg,
plus about 4,000 sq. ft. of additional warehouse space just down the road and
branch locations in Blackfoot and Pocatello, Idaho; Jackson, Wyoming, and
Logan, Utah.
A hallmark of the dealership these days is Porter’s Blue Cow Service, a branding concept designed to convey that the level of Porter’s service, just like blue
cows, is rare and truly special. And while offering Blue Cow Service means
being willing to make some dramatic changes, the dealership’s family-based
traditional are as strong today as they were when business first started, with
Mark’s three sons, Colton, Carson and Caleb, already starting to help out, just
as he did as a boy.
Our congratulations to the entire Porter team and here’s to the next 100 years!
continued on page 4 >>
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The good news—and it is very good news—is that
more training resources are available to the dealer
community today than ever before. The wholesalers and dealer groups have done an outstanding
job of developing a range of programs that cover
just about every aspect of dealer operations. And
let’s not forget the consultants—particularly those
regular contributors to this publication—who are
also playing an important role in keeping the channel up to speed on a rapidly changing and increasingly demanding market.
So this month’s message is clear: Ongoing training
for your people—and for yourself, for that matter—
is not one of those “nice-to-have” items any more,
if it ever was. It’s absolutely critical to the continued health of your dealership and you ignore that
basic fact at your peril.
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TECHNOLOGY THAT
EMPOWERS YOUR
BUSINESS.
NOW YOUR CUSTOMERS CAN STOCK UP

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE!
Now with ONE-CLICK approvals!

“

OfficeShopper incorporates the
tools from our online store into
a simple, easy to use app with
scan-to-order features for our
customer’s convenience.”
Julianna Marttila, J2 Office Products

866.374.3221

www.ecisolutions.com

ECi and the ECi Red Box are trademarks or registered trademarks of eCommerce Industries, Inc.

info@ecisolutions.com
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Office Essentials’ Ted Gruener Goes
the Extra Mile for City of Hope and
Then Some!

$12.5 million to support the Duarte, California-based research
and treatment center for cancer, diabetes and other life-threatening diseases adopted by our industry as its major fundraising
cause.
As usual, independents turned out in force to support the effort
but few did so to quite the same extent as Ted Gruener, director
of sales for Office Essentials in St. Louis, Missouri.
Ted literally went the extra mile and then some as a participant in
the legendary “Race Across the Sky,” a 100-mile run (and that’s
the right number; it’s not a misprint) in the Colorado Rockies.
In a super-marathon that took Ted 28 hours, 46 minutes and 40
seconds over elevations that ranged from 9,200 to 12,600 feet,
Ted raised $8,300 for City of Hope, way ahead of his initial $5,000
goal.
For Ted, like so many of us, supporting cancer research and
treatment is personal. Among those cheering him on at the finish
line was Ted’s younger sister, Shelli Insco, who is currently fighting cancer herself with the help of Avastin, a drug developed by
City of Hope.

Office Essentials’ Ted Gruener and his sister Shelli at the finish line after Ted ran 100
miles in the Colorado Rockies in support of City of Hope.

As we report in our Industry News section on page 20, this year’s
City of Hope campaign set another amazing record, raising over

Ted was also running for numerous other relatives and friends
impacted by the disease in one way or another.

continued on page 6 >>

WWW.SAUNDERS-USA.COM
1.800.341.4674 • READFIELD, ME

SEE US AT THE EPIC SHOW BOOTH 218!
Mention this ad to receive a free gift.
COMING SOON!
A new line of Safety Products for your customers.

SAFETY FIRST
HI VIS Slimmate
Storage Clipboard

Item# 00573 HI VIS Yellow
Item# 00579 HI VIS Orange

HI VIS
Clipboards

Win FREE Product!

Visit the Saunders Facebook
page and post an answer to the
question below and use the Hashtag
#SaundersSafetyFirst to enter to
win $500 WORTH OF SAUNDERS
PRODUCTS.

Which is your favorite
HI VIS color;

Yellow or Orange?

Item# 21659 - HI VIS Orange
Item# 21673 - HI VIS Yellow

Click here
to enter

First Aid Kits

Item# 67104 - Child Care
Item# 67103 - Restaurant

Available
NOW

See www.saunders-usa.com for additional solutions
MADE IN THE

Proudly assembled in the USA by adults who are blind or have disabilities.
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PAPER because
it’s another way to buy local.

Local businesses and communities thrive when they support each other. It’s how the
paper industry currently supports over 377,000 manufacturing jobs in North America alone.
To help local businesses and communities in your area grow, ask for paper products made
in North America. To learn more, visit PAPERbecause.com.
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Ted himself is a humble kind of guy and reluctant to ask anyone
for support because he knows there are many other great causes
out there that people are already contributing to. That’s all well
and good, but there’s still time to see if we maybe can’t get Ted’s
efforts past the $10,000 mark. Like to help? [Contribute Now]

major fundraiser for their local Boys and Girls Club.

FL Dealer Ernie Morris Co-Sponsors
Boys & Girls Club Fundraiser

“As a third-generation family-owned and operated business, we
put a lot of emphasis on our roots as a local company and have
been committed to giving back to the community since the day we
opened in 1968,” says Ernie Morris sales rep Nicole Bates. “Serving as a co-sponsor for the Black & White Ball offered us a great
way to do just that and we were very pleased with the response.”

For the second year, Ernie Morris served as a co-sponsor with
Disney for their local Boys and Girls Club’s Black & White Ball.
In actual fact, it wasn’t so much black and white as green—to the
impressive tune of some $200,000 that was raised by the event.

KY Dealer Kerr Office Group Hosts
Congressman Awards Ceremony
Ernie Morris Enterprises president Ron Morris and his wife Mary Beth at the Black &
White Ball fundraiser for their local Boys & Girls Club.

In Bushnell, Florida, about one hour west of Orlando, Ron Morris
and his team at Ernie Morris Enterprises recently provided one
more outstanding example of support for worthy causes by the
independent dealer community when they played a key role in a

If you own and/or work in a small business and aren’t involved
in local politics one way or another, you’re not only basically just
sitting back and asking Uncle Sam and his state and local relatives to help themselves to your hard-earned profits, you’re also
missing out on a chance to position your business as something
more than just another supplier.
continued on page 8 >>
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Avery. Your Best Solution
for GHS Labeling.
Visit the
Avery Booth
at the
EPIC Show

Avery® UltraDuty™ GHS Chemical Labels
As a world leader in label products, Avery has designed a line of labels specifically
for GHS labeling applications, where high durability and adhesive performance is
critical. With strong marine-grade adhesive, UltraDuty™ GHS Chemical Labels pass
the BS5609 protocol for 90-day seawater immersion. Labels are also available in a
variety of sizes to identify hazardous chemical in containers, and are ideal for use
as OSHA safety signs, arc flash, tank, marine and outdoor work labels. FREE Avery
Design & Print GHS Wizard makes it easy to create and print labels on demand.
© 2015 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and codes are trademarks of
Avery Products Corporation. Personal and company names and other information depicted on samples are fictitious. Any resemblance
to actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.

Learn more about Avery innovative solutions, templates and support.
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The ceremony not only gave Kerr’s and other KRF member firms
the opportunity to recognize Rep. Guthrie for his outstanding
support of the retail industry’s public policy priorities. It also gave
them the chance for some extensive quality time with Rep. Guthrie and his staff to educate them on current concerns.
And, as Ed pointed out, it positioned him and the rest of the Kerr
team as concerned citizens who are taking a leadership role in
the community on issues that affect all local small businesses.

U.S. Rep. Brett Guthrie, R-KY recently received a 2015 “Hero of Main Street award
from the Kentucky Retail Federation (KRF). The award was presented at a special
ceremony at the headquarters of Kerr Office Group with the dealership’s president,
Brian Kerr (far right) and VP Ed McCoy (next to Brian) making the presentation with
KRF officials.

Just ask Ed McCoy, vice president of Kerr Office Group in Elizabethtown, Kentucky. In addition to his day job as a key management team member at Kerr, Ed currently chairs the board of the
Kentucky Retail Federation (KRF).
In that role, he and the rest of the Kerr team last month hosted other KRF members to honor U.S. Rep. Brett Guthrie as a recipient
of the National Retail Federation’s “Hero of Main Street” award.

“It’s the small businesses in our country who ultimately make our
economy grow and they need a strong voice, both nationally and
at the local level,” Ed maintains.
In Kentucky he’s doing what he can to speak out for his business
and others like it. How about you?

CA Dealer Gorilla Stationers Offers
Internship Program for Int’l Business
Grad Students
In good times or bad, one thing holds true: finding good people
to keep your dealership strong and growing is never easy.
continued on page 10 >>

Enhance Your Presentation
Own the ultimate tool in flexibility with this versatile 360° magnetic gold ultra
easel. The whiteboard tilts all the way to a table surface so that you always
have the best writing angle.
The five dual-wheel casters allow you to take your presentation anywhere.
Versatile and stylish, this easel will become a favorite for projects and
presentations.

Key Features
• Great for standing to work
• Fully Adjustable
• Rotates to table format
• Magnetic Gold Ultra Surface
• Five easy glide locking castors
• Pad retainer with adjustable easel pad hooks
• Two magnetic extension bars
• Full length pen tray
• 10 year warranty

THE ULTIMATE IN FLEXIBILITY
www.mastervision-products.com
OCTOBER 2015

Bi-silque Visual Communication Products, Inc
4171 West Hillsboro Blvd, Suite 10 · Coconut Creek, FL 33073
Ph: (+561) 314-3970 · Fx: (+561) 314-3975 · Email: info.us@bisilque.com
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EVERYBODY’S

DOIN’ IT,
BUT NOBODY
DOES IT LIKE
OFFICE SNAX.
FACT #1: Nobody likes to be told what to do.
FACT #2: Everybody needs options.

That’s where Office Snax comes in. We’ve taken our channel-exclusive
9 to 5 coffee to the next level - single serve cups. Not only is our coffee
delicious, it’s Rainforest Alliance Certified, which is good for
everyone. Taste-tested against national brands, our medium
& french-roast coffee wins every time, both in flavor AND price.
E-Mail info@officesnax.us for more information
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In Huntington Beach, California, Gorilla Stationers president
Rosemary Czopek has come up with an innovative way to address that problem successfully by partnering with the University
of California on their international internship program.
A UC grad herself, Rosemary and her team have been providing
work and learning opportunities to aspiring business graduate
students from all over the world.
Their interns have come from Italy, Chile, Spain, Brazil and India
to not only complement their studies by hands-on work in a business environment but also to provide Gorilla Stationers with an
international perspective on their marketing.
“Our interns have definitely given a unique twist to our social media and e-commerce efforts with a steady stream of new ideas
and approaches,” says Rosemary. “They have brought a refreshing level of energy and excitement to our own web presence and
helped create a uniquely diverse work environment.”
Ignacio Sainz is a recent graduate from European University in
Madrid, Spain, who currently serves as a web development intern for the company. “I am very excited because I’m learning
so much about e-commerce, social media marketing, and many
other aspects of business as well as putting my own experience
into use,” he said about his time with the dealership.
The partnership has become a true win-win for all concerned.
Talented students get a chance to get some real-world business
experience and the Gorilla team gains access to creative thinking
in a key area of the dealership.

Kramer & Leonard, IN Dealer,
Continues to Grow New United Way
Fundraiser
In Chesterton, Indiana, Greg Fox and his team at Kramer & Leonard were once again putting smiles on the faces of the folks at
their local United Way recently, as they presented them with yet
another handsome check, this time for other $6,500, from the innovative co-branding program that they’ve been running for the
past three years.
That’s how long Greg and his team have been selling paper that’s
co-branded with the United Way and for every carton sold, a donation goes directly to the local United Way chapter.
Their total goal for the program is $50,000 and they’re making
good progress. The program continues to grow, Greg reports, with
several hundred existing K&L customers converting to the paper
and a number of new customers coming in to support the cause.

Kramer & Leonard president Greg Fox (far left) and CEO Mary Fox (far right) presented
their dealership’s latest donation to United Way from their co-branded paper program.

“People are looking for a way to support good causes in the
community and our program makes it easy,” says Greg. “Everybody needs copy paper and there are no forms to fill out or coupons to clip. It’s just an outstanding win-win for all concerned.
It’s a wonderful way to give back and best of all, it all stays in the
community.”

Summer Fun from WI Dealer Office
Outfitters
Office products can be a cut throat business with fierce competitors who all too often make bringing in new business a bloody,
no-holds-barred battle. But nobody said you can’t have a little
fun in between all the blood and gore!
Just ask Bill Zimmermann at Waupaca, Wisconsin-based Office
Outfitters. This past summer saw Bill and his team take part in
two very different activities that put them front and center in the
community in some very unique ways.
Activity #1 was a mini-golf tournament in the heart of downtown
Waupaca, to help draw traffic and offset the impact of some major construction projects currently underway.
Office Outfitters sponsored a hole on the course and while it was
free from any bunkers or water hazards, competitors were still
challenged by a carefully designed arrangement of copy paper
continued on page 11 >>
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continued from page 10

cases. And to add a little spice to the contest, the dealership
awarded a task chair to the winning golfer.

For customers and prospects who might be more artistically-inclined, Office Outfitters offered activity #2, a Community Poetry
Project held as part of Waupaca’s “Arts on the Square” festival.
Participants were asked to submit their own Haikus, a Japanese
poem format that consists of three lines and just 17 syllables.
Forty of Waupaca’s finest submitted entries, including this moving
epic from Bill himself:
The Lone Paperclip
Sitting on the desk forlorn
Longing for Paper
Hard to believe but Bill and his team still find time to sell stuff in
between all the sports and creative activities. Business has been
strong all year, he reports, with double-digit growth on both the
top and bottom line.

continued on page 12 >>

Mini-golf the independent dealer way from Wisconsin’s Office Outfitters.

PM Company
digital carbonless
cut-size sheets

used in desktop printing, high
speed copiers and offset printing
Our carbonless sheets feature environmental
awareness including, SFI® certified sourcing and
vegetable-based non-toxic imaging inks.

Business segments include:
• business services
• healthcare
• insurance
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continued from page 11
The contest, Picture Perfect with Your Pet, asked customers to
send in photos of themselves and their pet, to be posted on Stinson’s Facebook page.
The three photos that generated the most “Likes” earned cash
prizes, with the top winner also getting to pick the animal charity
of their choice for Stinson’s to present a $500 check on their
behalf.
Some 35 customers submitted photos and competition was
fierce, with the winning entries drawing 77, 69 and 60 “Likes” on
the dealership’s Facebook page.

The winning entries in Stinson’s “Picture Perfect with your Pet” contest.

CA Dealer Stinson’s Reaches Out to
Customers with Pet-Themed Contest
In Bakersfield, California, Ben Stinson and his team at Stinson’s
office supplies, workplace and office furniture store recently
came up with a fun contest for customers that not only sparked
plenty of activity on their Facebook page and other social media
platforms, but also made a clear statement that the dealership is
about a whole lot more than just selling office products.

Also winning big was Stinson’s itself. “This was the first time
we ran a contest like this, so we didn’t really know what to expect,” explains Ben Stinson. “We were very pleased with the
response—not just because of the photographs submitted and
the voting but we also got a lot of comments from customers
in general on the contest. And it got us looking at a market we
really hadn’t thought much about before—vets, animal shelters
and the like.”

continued on page 14 >>

IT’S LIKE HAVING
THIS GUY
PROTECTING YOUR
CUSTOMER’S FILES.
If your customer’s business were destroyed by an office
fire, would their most important documents be safe?
The Phoenix family of products provides on-site fire and
water protection for your customer’s files, and keeps their
business running even after a disaster. They worked hard
to build their business, so we won’t let it go up in smoke.

(800) 636.0778 | WWW.PHOENIXSAFEUSA.COM
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STAY TUNED...

MORE

THINGS TO COME

WHERE BIG HAPPENS

www.WhereBigHappens.com

6
TM

WINNER’S CIRCLE
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In Memoriam:
Jeff Eshelman
Reliable Workplace Solutions
Jeff Eshelman, president of Reliable Workplace Solutions in Riverside,
California, died September 10 after a four-year battle with cancer. He
was 56.
Before purchasing Reliable in 1984, Jeff was a district manager with
Ampad Corp. Under his leadership, Reliable grew to become one of
Southern California’s leading independent dealers, with over 50 employees working out of three locations.
Survivors include Jeff’s parents Jim and Joanne Eshelman; his wife
Denise and daughters Kalin (also involved in the business), Saige and
Dana, and his sister, Rae Ann LaCross-Francis, who serves as Reliable’s director of corporate administration and shared services.
In lieu of flowers, the family has asked that memorial donations in Jeff’s
name be made to the Colon Cancer Coalition and its November 14
“Get Your Rear in Gear” fundraiser. For information, visit http://events.
getyourrearingear.com/site/TR/Events/General.

K

udos goes out to the many EPIC 2015 attendees who have
decided to do something EPIC by taking a stand against cancer
and participate in the first ever Hike for Hope, presented by Michael
Morris, benefiting City of Hope!
Taking place Friday October 9th at the nearby
Red Rock Canyon, the Hike for Hope is
a perfect way to cap off EPIC in a BIG way.

HIKE FOR

HOPE

Long treasured by locals, Red RockCanyon
is the crown jewel of the desert Southwest
and is bestowed with lush springs, abundant
plants, ample wildlife and unique geological
formations.
In addition to tackling Red Rock Canyon and one of three spectacular
trails (Pine Creek Canyon, Ice Box Canyon and Turtlehead Peak), EPIC
hikers have also been fundraising, to raise as much money as possible
to support City of Hope, and this year’s ‘Hope is Essential’ Campaign
honoring Essendant’s Joe Templet.
So, if you’re participating in the inaugural Hike for Hope, thank you
and good luck! And if you’re not, let’s show these hikers our support
by making a donation to this hike and a remarkable cause!

Visit https://www.crowdrise.com/
fundraise-and-volunteer/theteam/
HikeforHope2015

or scan here to donate!
OCTOBER 2015
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TAX IN A BOX

Everything in one box
Forms • Envelopes • Transmittals • Instructions and Tips • Optional Software
W-2 or 1099 • Boxes for 10, 25 or 50 Employees

T A X

S O L U T I O N S

Contact Maria for more information:
800-482-9367, Ext. 58004, or email MDNavarro@tfpdata.com
67858

The OSI Management team (l to r.)
Steve Gerstenberger, Trent Pearson
and Randy Conlon

Secrets of Success:

Office Specialists, Inc. - Galesburg, IL
For Steve Gerstenberger and Randy Conlon, it was time for a change. The dealership they had long called home had new
ownership and all of a sudden, things like
superior service and product knowledge
and the ability to nurture long-term customer relationships and solve problems
just didn’t seem so important any more.
The two industry veterans ran the numbers, took a deep breath and opened a
dealership of their own. They called their
fledging business Office Specialists because that was what they were. It was
headquartered in Steve’s house in Galesburg, Illinois, about 50 miles west of Peoria, and in their first year, they and the two
other people they hired generated just
$600,000 in sales.
That was in 1989. Today, their business is
on track to bring in more than $6 million
this year and its 27 employees operate out
of an 11,300 square foot headquarters facility, with some 4,000 square feet of additional warehouse space, also in Galesburg,
and a small retail location in Kewanee, Illinois, about 40 miles to the north.
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And while much has changed at OSI, the
commitment to personal service and relationship building is just as strong today
as it was when the dealership first opened.
Indeed, says Steve, most of the changes
that have taken place at OSI over the years
were driven by their customers.
After starting out primarily as an office supplies and furniture house, OSI was one of
the early adapters among independents
of the one-stop shop approach, bringing
in office machines in 1992, computers in
2000 and, more recently, adding jan-san
and food service supplies to the mix.
Along the way, Steve and Randy also added a third partner, Trent Pearson, who currently manages the computer division.
“As an independent, our world is always
changing, particularly from the IT perspective,” says Trent. “We have sold literally
thousands of systems over the years and
they have changed from a bulky, mid-tower case to today’s ultra-small devices that
can literally fit in your hand or hang from
your monitor and that we service remotely
via the Internet.”
INDEPENDENT DEALER

n Key management team members:
Randy Conlon—co-owner/founder; Steve
Gerstenberger—co-owner/founder; Trent
Pearson—co-owner, manager of IT division;
Jeanne Conlon—manager of copier/printer
division; Gayle Stansell—office manager; Tracy
Morgan—purchasing manager.
n Annual sales: $6 million.
n Products: Office supplies, office furniture, jan/
san and food service; IT sales and service; office
machines sales and service.
n Founded: 1989
n Employees: 27
n Key partners: Essendant, TriMega, ECi, Herman
Miller, HON, Sharp, Synnex, Ingram Micro, D&H
Distributing, Microsoft and Intel.
n Online sales: 47% OP
n www.osi.biz

The impact of change, adds Randy, is felt
just as strongly in other, more traditional
areas of the business. “One of our key priorities right now is reaching out more to the
millennials who are rapidly becoming an increasingly important part of our customer
base,” he explains.
In addition to adding millennials to its sales
team, OSI has launched a broad-based social media effort that includes both a strong
Facebook presence and a blog that not only
provides useful office management advice
and new product information but also highlights the personal side of the dealership’s
team members and promotes local community events and worthy causes.
“We’re still very much a relationship-based
business,” Steve points out. “But now,
those relationships are being developed
online as well as through more traditional,
face-to-face meetings. Our business has
been built on the idea of staying close to
our customers and whether it’s through social media or feet on the street, that’s what
we’re going to keep doing.”
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There is no greater
gift than hope.

City of Hope is there for patients with cancer, diabetes and
other life-threatening diseases. In turn, we are proud to be
there for City of Hope – with a donation of $125,000.
Want to do your part? That’s as easy as purchasing your
daily essentials from Georgia-Pacific.

Spectrum® Standard 92
Multipurpose Paper

SofPull® Centerpull Towels

PerfecTouch® Cups

For more information please visit
www.cityofhope.org

Dixie® Plates

Angel Soft Ultra Professional Series™

©2015 Georgia-Pacific Consumer Products LP or Dixie Consumer Products LLC. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted, all trademarks are owned by or licensed to
Georgia-Pacific Consumer Products LP. City of Hope and logo are trademarks of City of Hope non-profit benefit corporation.

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

IndustryNEWS
Key FTC Official Reported to Oppose Staples-Office Depot
Merger; European Union Opens Its Own Investigation
The proposed merger between Staples
and Office Depot is looking increasingly
unlikely to go through if a report published
last month in the New York Post offers any
indication.
According to Post reporter Josh Kosman,
a senior official at the Federal Trade Commission has “put a PostIt on the merger
file of the two national office supply chains
saying ‘No deal.’”
According to Kosman’s report, FTC Bureau of Competition head Deborah Feinstein is likely to recommend to FTC commissioners that they reject the proposed
merger.
According to Kosman, the FTC commis-

sioners need to rule on the deal by October 12, though Staples could still ask for
the deadline to be extended.
“The chances are very low the commissioners would go against her,” a Washington, DC source not working on the deal
told Kosman.
The news sent both Staples and Office Depot stock tumbling and they both
closed sharply down (Staples by 5.8%
and Depot by 4.1%) on the day the story
broke.
Also last month, European Union officials
announced they have opened what they
called “an in-depth investigation” into the
deal, citing concerns that the takeover

could lead to price increases and less
choice.
Regulators said a preliminary investigation
indicated potential competition concerns
in the European Economic Area (EEA) and
in the Netherlands and Sweden.
A statement from the European Commission noted the transaction could “eliminate an important competitor and reduce
the choice of suitable suppliers in already
concentrated markets, which could lead
to price increases.”
The Commission said it has until next
February to make a final decision on the
deal.

Staples Facing ‘Time Bomb’ Threat from Multi-Company Customer Data Breach
While their proposed deal with Office Depot is probably drawing
the lion’s share of the attention from Staples’ top management,
it might also be prudent for them to find time for what the Motley
Fool investment advisory service calls “the Time Bomb Ticking
on Staples’ Balance Sheet.”
Motley Fool writer Rich Duprey says Staples’ purchase last year
of photo-processing service PNI Digital Media has exposed it to
what could become a major financial liability.
PNI, which processes photos for a broad range of big name retailers like Costco, CVS Health and Wal-Mart, was the victim this
past summer of a data breach that may have exposed customer
account and credit information to computer hackers.
Although the full extent of the damage wrought by the hack is
still unknown, Staples’s potential exposure could be significant.
Duprey noted that a massive credit card breach at Target in 2013
has so far cost that company $264 million in cumulative expenses, though insurance policy reimbursements have reduced the
net cost to $174 million.
OCTOBER 2015

In addition, Target has paid nearly $80 million to settle a number
of class action lawsuits related to the breach and other lawsuits
are still working their way through the courts.
The Congressional Research Service, Duprey reported, says Target could be also liable for as much as $1.1 billion in fines from
the Payment Cards Industry Council based on the amount of
fraudulent charges made with compromised cards (though others say it could be as little as $240 million).
Target earned some $2.5 billion from continuing operations last
year, so those additional expenses may not have a material impact on its overall financial picture, Duprey points out.
Staples, however, Duprey notes, recorded just $135 million in
operating earnings last year and that makes the risk to its own
operations from the breach far more substantial.
“Because of PNI Digital Media’s extensive customer list,” Duprey
suggests, “it remains a situation that could blow up in Staples’
face just as its merger effort implodes.”
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Improve
Compliance
& Workplace
Safety
Create labels on demand with Avery® UltraDuty™ GHS Chemical Labels and FREE software.
The Globally Harmonized System (GHS) is
coming. Are your customers ready?
The OSHA-mandated system for classifying and labeling
chemicals impacts any company that produces, ships or
uses hazardous chemicals.
June 2015
December 2015
June 2016
Manufacturers use
Distributors use
In-plant labeling
compliant labels
compliant labels
fully implemented
Ensure chemical labels comply with GHS by using
the correct labeling.
What are GHS Labels?
GHS labels contain
six essential pieces of
information: product name,
signal word, hazard statement,
precautionary statements,
pictograms, and company
address and phone number.
Because of
the challenging
conditions these
labels face – as well
as the important
information they
convey – GHS
labels must be
battle-ready.
Avery ® UltraDuty™
GHS Chemical
Labels withstand
chemicals, UV light,
water and extreme temperatures, and resist tearing and
scuffing from frequent use. They feature a highperformance, marine-grade adhesive that passes the
90-day sea water submersion test. The labels are available
in multiple sizes for use on all types of containers, from
dropper bottles to drums. Select products also offer Easy
Peel® labels sheets, and are jam free.
©2015 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery, UltraDuty and all other Avery brands, product
names and codes are trademarks of CCL Label, Inc. All other brands and product names are trademarks or
registered trademarks of their respective companies. Personal and company names and other information
depicted on samples are fictitious. Any resemblance to actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.

Save Time and Money
Avery enables users to create GHS labels in-house, right
from a desktop printer. With proper labeling, users can
identify and track chemical containers, and communicate
information efficiently and accurately. We provide
professional, pre-designed
GHS label templates at
no cost. With the Avery ®
Design & Print GHS Online
Wizard, it’s easy to develop
customized labels that
fit users’ business
requirements. And, these
labels are ideal for other
purposes such as OSHA/
ANSI, NFPA and D.O.T labels.
Learn More
“Labeling chemicals properly is a critical part of being
compliant with GHS and for worker safety,” commented
Adam Bratter, Marketing Director for Avery® Products.
“Our UltraDuty™ GHS Chemical Labels are designed to
withstand chemicals and harsh conditions. And Avery
offers free software, so users can quickly create their
labels on demand.”

Count on Avery ® UltraDuty™ GHS Chemical Labels for
the toughest jobs, from the brand you know and trust.
Visit avery.com/GHS to learn more about how Avery ®
UltraDuty™ GHS Chemical Labels can address compliance
and workplace safety needs.

For dealer asset toolkit visit Avery Partners at

partners.avery.com
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Industry Raises Record $12.5 Million in Support of
City of Hope

moto of Hewlett-Packard and celebrated a campaign that raised
a record $12.5 million.
Next year’s honoree will be Joe Templet of Essendant, shown
above (far left) with honoree Steve Sakumoto; City of Hope provost and chief scientific officer Dr. Steven T. Rosen, and National
Business Products Industry Council chair James Fellowes.

Two New Dealers Join AOPD National Accounts
Network
The American Office Products Distributors national accounts
dealer network (AOPD) last month announced the addition to two
new dealer members to the organization: Keeton’s Office & Art
Supply, Bradenton, Florida, and Indianapolis-based Office360.

Last month saw the conclusion of yet another amazing year of
fundraising in support of the City of Hope as the industry gathered in Chicago for City of Hope’s 2015 Spirit of Life Gala. The
event recognized this year’s Spirit of Life honoree Steve Saku-

“We are extremely excited to have Keeton’s and Office360 as
our newest dealer members within AOPD,” said AOPD executive director Bud Mundt. “Keeton’s has been a very successful
dealership in the Central Florida market for over 60 years. They
do an exceptional job servicing commercial and public sector
markets and are already working closely with the AOPD staff in
developing new business relationships.”
continued on page 22 >>

MAKE YOURSELF A STAR!

Look good and sound good with the latest designs and technology from AmpliVox

Portable PA Systems
Beautiful Lecterns

SN3080
Two Column
Contemporary
Acrylic and
Aluminum Floor
Lectern

SN3130
Curved Hardrock
Maple Lectern
SN3130 $1,633

Multimedia Furniture

SN3080
Starts at $1,451

SW3100
Flat Sippling
Seattle Lectern
SW3100 $2,105

ACRYLIC
& WOOD

CONTEMPORARY

SN3500
Floor Lectern – “H” Style
with Shelf
SN3500 Starts at $1,071

3230 Series
Wireless Multimedia
Computer Lecterns
SW3230 $1,376

MULTIMEDIA
3020 Series
Victoria Lecterns
SW3020 $5,044

SW800
Titan Wireless
Portable PA CD System
SW800 $2,204

www.ampli.com | info@ampli.com | (800) 267-5486
OCTOBER 2015
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Made in the USA
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UNIQUE

AS YOU

Make your mark with personalized stamps

Self-inking 2000 PLUS® stamps deliver amazing personalization potential:
• Transparent base for perfect image alignment
• One touch stamping; just press and print
• Handles infused with Microban to protect against bacteria
• Six sizes to choose from:
Printer 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60
• A standard card (shown at left) is included, or you can go to my2000plus.com
to personalize your ImageCard™. See the video at http://bit.ly/2000PLUS to
get inspired!
Visit us at www.navitor.com/a/stamps or call 866.628.6868 for more
information on how Navitor can help create custom stamps and much more!
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Mundt continued, “Office360 is one of the largest independent
dealers in Indiana, with coverage throughout Central Indiana,
Northwestern Indiana as well as Southwestern Michigan. Their
promise to truly focus on their customers’ needs makes them a
perfect fit for AOPD’s commercial and public sector customers.
Our staff looks forward to assisting Office360 in directing new
and existing accounts to the AOPD model.”

Independent Stationers Announces New Member
Relations Representative, Mike T. Mitchell
The Independent Stationers dealer group last month announced
the addition to its staff of Mike T. Mitchell as member relations
representative, filling the vacancy left by the passing of Bob Nimmo earlier this year.
This highly visible position will be an integral part of the Independent Stationers team, meeting with IS members in the field to educate them on the group’s value-added programs and services
and to ensure they maximize the benefits of their membership,
the organization said in a press release.
Mitchell is a 30-year office products industry veteran with experience at the dealer, manufacturer, mega channel, and wholesaler
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levels.
He has held account manager and sales positions at companies
that include American Brands, United Stationers, Prime Office
Products and Acco Brands.
IS executive vice president Charles Forman said, “We are excited
to announce the filling of this critical role within Independent Stationers and are confident Mike will do an outstanding job working
with members and affiliates of our group.”

KISP and INDEAL Announce New Partnership
KiSP, Inc., makers of the KITS collaborator mobile sales platform,
last month announced a new partnership with the INDEAL furniture dealer group.
Under the partnership, INDEAL dealer members will gain mobile
access to INDEAL-supported manufacturers’ catalogs as well as
a full selection of new resources stemming from online, traditional print and digital formats.
The KITS collaborator provides sales professionals with the ability to create and present ideas and product solutions from all the

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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supported manufacturers, generating full product specifications,
current pricing and HD visual renderings, all on the convenience
of an iPad tablet.
The 2015 INDEAL Idea Book is now available on The KITS collaborator, exclusively for participating INDEAL members.

strategic relationship with Independent Stationers and reaffirms
our commitment to the Independent Dealer Channel. We look
forward to working with Independent Stationers and their members to grow our businesses together.”

S.P. Richards Announces New Partnership with Paoli
ECi Releases New Version of e-automate Software
Dealer technology provider ECi Software Solutions last month
announced the release of version 8.7 of its e-automate software
for businesses that sell and service technology.
The new version offers enhanced features and tools designed
to further help dealers providing managed technology-related
services, including updates to inventory management, accounts
payable, contract management, vendor integration for purchase
orders and service dispatch.
New features include reduced dependence on equipment records within contracts and service calls; tax calculation updates
to support Avalara AvaTax software integration; re-architecture
of e-agent as a service, and integration with Private Supply Network vendors, providing the ability to check stock prices and
export batched POs.

Essendant and Independent Stationers Extend RDC
Agreement
Wholesaler Essendant and the Independent Stationers dealer
coop have jointly announced they have renewed the RDC agreement between their organizations.
The RDC program was originally launched by Independent Stationers in 2004, and Essendant (formerly known as United Stationers) has been the exclusive provider under the program since
2009.
The RDC program adds value to IS members by providing direct
or near-direct pricing while allowing members to combine their
needs into one order assortment across all program products
and brands.
“Independent Stationers’ members are leaders in the market,
and we are confident that the RDC program, together with Essendant’s support, positions our members to thrive in the face of
a very challenging business environment,” stated Mike Gentile,
president and CEO of Independent Stationers.
“Independent resellers of business essentials remain our core
business, and this agreement supports our strategy to strengthen that core,” said Tim Connolly, chief operating officer of Essendant. “Our RDC program agreement extends Essendant’s

Wholesaler S.P. Richards last month announced a new partnership with contract furniture manufacturer Paoli, LLC under which
Paoli will be featured in S.P. Richards’ FurnitureAdvantage program and its full product line will be available on a special order
basis through all S.P. Richards program participants.
Commented S.P. Richards VP of furniture Dennis Arnold, “We’re
extremely excited to be partnered with Paoli. They are a great
company that builds superb quality contract office furniture right
here in the U.S.A. This represents a great sales opportunity for
our FurnitureAdvantage program dealers.”

Baumgartens Named Georgia Small Family Business
of the Year
Congratulations are in order for Jean Baumgarten and her team
at school, home and office products manufacturer Baumgartens
in Atlanta, winners of this year’s Georgia Family Business of the
Year award in the small business category.
The award, presented by the Cox Family Enterprise Center at
Kennesaw State University’s Coles College of Business, recognizes outstanding family firms that promote family involvement in
the business, innovative business practices or strategies, contributions to the community and business success.
The company will receive the award at a special gala dinner in
Atlanta, November 5.
Baumgartens was started back in Austria in the 1800s, four generations ago. Today, Jean Baumgarten leads the company as its
president and chair-of-the-board.
Jean is the wife of Hans Baumgarten, current treasurer and son
of company founder Fred Baumgarten. Their son, David, is executive vice president.
“Georgia became our families’ home and safe haven from the
devastation after WWII,” said David. “Recognition for such a
special hometown award that acknowledges our contribution to
our state over the years is only equal at best to what Georgia and
our customers have provided to all of us over many generations.”

continued on page 26 >>
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The KITS collaborator™ is the registered trade mark and product of KiSP, Inc.

Now they see it. Now you sell it.
It’s easier to sell more office furniture when you can show more office furniture.
With The KITS collaborator™ and your iPad you can show your customers a huge range of furniture with instant access to all the current
furniture catalogs from your favorite manufacturers - desks, chairs, tables and complete furniture systems. Using your iPad you can quickly
present your ideas, add and remove items easily and intuitively and then save your selections. Everything is fully rendered with stunning
photo-realism. Priced, itemized and ready to share with your customer.

Request a web demonstration right now >

Buy it Today!
Simply call or contact our sales department.
Set up takes about 3 minutes and you’re
ready to go.
416 499 2457 ext. 2720
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Revolution Photo Paper provides the realistic skin tones and
nuanced highlights that make images come to life, and has a
smooth, lustrous finish that requires no specialized coatings,
Domtar said.
The paper is archival and acid-free, and is tested and qualified to
run in all Xerox iGen platforms as well as in other Xerox presses,
Domtar said.
“Xerox Revolution Digital Photo Paper is unique because it provides professional photo quality results, and because it’s compatible across the widest range of printing equipment from
production to desktop devices,” said John Viavattine, Xerox program manager, specialty substrates and applications. “Plus, it’s
been fully tested and qualified across the entire Xerox Equipment
Platform.”

Bi-silque Hosts Essendant and Dealer Group at
Portugal HQ

For more information, contact your Domtar account manager
or Domtar’s Enterprise Group Customer Service at 1-800-4584640.

Visual communications products manufacturer Bi-silque last
month hosted a group of U.S. dealers at its global headquarters
and manufacturing facilities in Esmoriz, Portugal. The dealers’
visit was part of a special “Destination Portugal” incentive trip
co-sponsored by Bi-silque and Essendant.

Clover Technologies Group and West Point Products
Release New HP Color Series Compatible Toners

“Essendant and their top dealers have played a strong role in the
fast growing, North American division of Bi-silque/MasterVision
the past few years and we are thrilled to be able to host them
at our facilities,” commented Beth Wright, the company’s chief
commercial officer.
Participating companies included Garvey’s Office Products,
Greenwood Office Outfitters, Innovative Solutions, Malone
Equipment Co., Newell, Office Express Supplies, Office Products
North West, Stephens Office Supply and WB Mason.

Domtar, Enterprise
Group Announce Xerox
Revolution Digital Photo
Paper
Domtar and its Enterprise
Group business unit have introduced Xerox Revolution
Digital Photo Paper.
Described by Domtar as “the
first xerographic paper that
has the look and feel of silver
halide photographic papers,
the traditional standard for photographic image quality,” Xerox

Clover Technologies Group and West Point Products last month
announced they now offer their dealers remanufactured toner
cartridges for the HP M855 Color Series, the HP M880 Color
Series, as well as the HP 1025 Drum.
These toners are specifically designed for high volume, light production printers that use a lot of consumables. The page yield for
each cartridge exceeds 29,000 pages, Clover said.
The HP M855 Color Series toners are compatible with the Color
LaserJet Enterprise M855DN, M855XH, and M855X+ NFC.
The HP M880 Color Series toners are compatible with Color LaserJet Enterprise Flow MFP M880Z, M880Z+, and M880Z+ NFC.
The HP 1025 Drum is designed for use in small or home offices,
with a page yield up to 14,000. It is compatible with Color LaserJet CP1020, CP1025NW; LaserJet Pro 100 Color MFP M175A,
M175NW; LaserJet Pro 200 Color MFP M275NW.
Each new product is backed by a 100% quality guarantee and
is 100% IP-cleared. Contact your CTG sales representative for
more details and pricing information.

New Acquisition for Carolina Wholesale
Carolina Wholesale Group (CWG) last month announced it has
completed the acquisition of Smoltz Distributing, a longtime
wholesale distributor of dictation products and solutions.
continued on page 28 >>
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Pentel of America: Celebrating Fifty Years of Quality and Innovation
For the past 50 years, Pentel® of America
has served as a steady beacon of consistency, quality and partnership, supplying
high quality writing instruments to the office
products industry.

United States President Lyndon B. Johnson
proclaimed his “Great Society” during his
State of the Union Address. He signed the
address with a Pentel Sign Pen.

A great deal has changed since Pentel sold
its first Sign Pen® and automatic pencil
back in 1965. To give some perspective,
here are a few events that also happened
that same year:

The Tom & Jerry cartoon series made its
world broadcast premiere on CBS.
Top tunes on the Billboard chart included
Yesterday by the Beatles, Help Me Rhonda by the Beach Boys and My Girl by the
Temptations.
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Pentel of America hasn’t rested on its laurels
through these five decades. It has continued
to reinvest, revamp and revise processes to
improve quality and establish the highest
level of customer satisfaction. In fact, Pentel
is the only writing instrument manufacturer
to ever be awarded the prestigious Deming
Prize for manufacturing excellence.
“Pentel has remained a key player in the
writing category for five decades,” states Albert-Nelson. “We’ve been able to grow and
prosper, thanks to the dealers who know we
stand for quality and who keep us as their
go-to brand when a discerning customer is
looking for the perfect pen or pencil.”

The Gemini 6 and Gemini 7 space capsules
conducted the first Earth orbit rendezvous
in history. By the way, each astronaut
carried a Pentel® Sign Pen® in their sleeve
pocket.

The Beatles performed the first stadium
concert in the history of rock and roll, playing before 55,600 fans at Shea Stadium in
New York City.

uct knowledge and played a key role in the
growth of the Pentel brand.”

Over the past 50 years, Pentel of America
has introduced hundreds of exciting, innovative products. Some long-time dealers may
remember the frenzy that was sparked by the
introduction of the Sign Pen®, or perhaps
you remember seeing your first Rolling Writer® - the world’s first water-based ballpoint
pen. The Quicker Clicker® was introduced in
1977 as the world’s first side-advance pencil. And most recently, the EnerGel Liquid Gel
pens have become one of the fastest-growing gel pen brands on the market today. All of
these products continue to be sold today due
to their popularity and quality.
Pentel is also one of the few manufacturers
that can boast a work force with over 150
years’ of combined industry expertise. “We
have nearly two dozen employees that have
been with us for 30 years or more,” states
director of marketing Ilene Albert-Nelson
proudly. “It says a lot about a company
when so many people spend their entire
working lives here. Along the way, they
have acquired a staggering level of prod-
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Pentel is also a world leader in eco-conscious manufacturing, having established
its global environmental principles and practices doctrine back in 1996. In fact, Pentel’s
Ibaraki factory was honored for its wastewater treatment facility back in the 1970s. More
than 70% of Pentel’s writing instruments are
refillable which means less landfill and more
value to the consumer. Pentel also established its Recycology™ line of products in
2007, which require at least 50% recycled
materials in each product.
Pentel of America recognizes innovative
new products, impressive manufacturing
awards and industry-leading environmental principles don’t mean much without the
support of great dealer customers like you.
Your steadfast loyalty and appreciation for
innovative, quality writing instruments and
art supplies is what made the past 50 years
possible.
Pentel of America continues to look forward
to the next 50 years, continuing the tradition
of innovative new products, outstanding
product quality and great customer partnerships.
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The addition of Smoltz Distributing further complements CWG’s
position as a distributor of office products and renews its focus
on the dictation, transcription and voice processing solutions
market, the company said in a press release.
“Carolina Wholesale Group has been seeking to expand many of
our well established product lines over the past year and the relationship Smoltz has with over 400 U.S. and Canadian dealers,
VARs, and integrators is crucial to our growth in this category,”
said Carolina Wholesale president Larry Huneycutt.
Smolz represents the third acquisition for CWG this year and
will allow the company to further expand its distribution network
across the US and Canada, Huneycutt indicated.

Mayline Announces Expanded Color Options and New
Worktables for e5 Line

goals-based web, mobile, and print content creation, including
photography, 360-degree photographic and mobile app services.
OPMA will remain headquartered in Grand Rapids, MI, and Mike
Metchikoff, president of OPMA since 2007, will continue to lead
the business.

Industry Veteran Sam Lancer Joins HSM as
Independent Dealer Channel Manager
Sam Lancer has joined HSM of America
as its channel manager for the Independent Dealer Channel. In his new position,
Lancer will be responsible for executing
HSM’s strategic plan for its independent
dealer business and be responsible for
overall account management, including
the development and implementation of
executive contracts and annual business reviews.
An industry veteran with over 30 years of OP experience, Lancer
most recently served as National Account/Regional Sales Manager for ACCO Brands.
Before joining ACCO in 1997, he was with Stanley-Bostitch for
nearly 20 years and held numerous senior sales and marketing
positions with that company.
Lancer can be reached at Sam.Lancer@hsmofamerica.com.

Boyd Prucha Joins The Highlands Group
Furniture maker Mayline has announced the addition of new colors and worktables to its e5 desking line.
The line now features more than 900 different laminate and texture options, as well as a frosted glass hinged door treatment on
storage components. Mayline also announced the introduction
of a 120-degree workstation and standing-height table.

Industry veteran Boyd Prucha has joined The Highlands Group
independent rep organization as business development director
to support the growing cleaning and breakroom categories in the
Midwest.
Boyd brings to the organization over 20 years’ industry experience in sales and service management, regional account management, and national account sales in the jan-san arena.

OPMA Acquired by CORE, LLC

Industry Bobs Go Golfing for a Good Cause

CORE, LLC, a new company owned by industry veterans Bob
O’Gara of The Highlands Group; Luke Chapman of the Business Performance Group (BPG) and Mike Metchikoff of Office
Products Marketing (OPMA), last month announced they have
acquired OPMA, effective September 1.

In southern California recently, industry members were once
again swinging their golf clubs for a good cause as Bob Mairena,
president of Office Solutions in Yorba Linda and Bob Enk, president of Professional Sales Associates in Redondo Beach, hosted
The BOB Cup, a unique, fun and rewarding event to benefit their
charities.

Founded by Denny Yakes and Jim Anderson in 1989, OPMA is a
comprehensive marketing agency with specialized disciplines in

continued on page 30 >>
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do well by doing good

Steve Sakumoto
Vice President and General Manager Hewlett-Packard Company
2015 Spirit of Life® Honoree

PHL-23603

As part of City of Hope’s National Business Products Industry, these companies have committed
to support City of Hope through a variety of product promotions, sponsorships and marketing
partnerships. Here is a snapshot of companies and brands that are helping City of Hope speed new
treatments and cures for patients everywhere.
3M

HP Everyday Papers

ACCO Brands Corporation

Newell Rubbermaid

Advantage Corporation/
Innovative Storage Designs

Purell/GOJO

AOPD

Quill Corporation

Georgia-Pacific

Staples, Inc.

To support City of Hope with your own product promotion, visit
cityofhope.org/crm or contact Matt Dodd at 866-905-HOPE.

INDUSTRY NEWS

continued from page 28

Modeled on the Ryder Cup, the one-day
event matched the Mairena foursome
against the Enk foursome in an almost noholds barred challenge golf match. The
winners got to keep the engraved “BOB
Cup” trophy for the year—it now holds
pride of place at Office Solutions—along
with a $500 donation from the loser to the
charity of their choice.

year, the list recognizes the fastest growing private companies in America.
n Zerbee Business Products, Brooklyn,
MN, #154. Three-Year Growth: 2550%;
2014 Revenue: $6.3 million.
n IdeaStream Consumer Products,
Cleveland. #2975. Three-Year Growth:
117%; 2014 Revenue: $37.3 million.
n IQ Office Products, Phoenix, #3187.
Three-Year Growth: 107%; 2014
Revenue: $6.4 million.
n Liberty Paper, Los Angeles, #3209.
Three-Year Growth: 106%; 2014
Revenue: $41.4 million.
n COE Distributing, Smock, PA, #3662.
Three-Year Growth: 85%; 2014 Revenue:
$33.3 million

Bob Enk (left) and Bob Mairena were still smiling after
some fierce competition for a worthy cause.

As it turned though, everyone had so
much fun on the day, they decided both
teams would make a donation to each
other’s charity, with $500 going to both
META (Making Education The Answer)
and City of Hope.
“Everyone involved enjoyed a fun day and
it was a great way to do business and
support two great charities at the same
time,” said Bob Enk.

In Memoriam:
Ed Melugin
Dallas Pen Company
Ed Melugin, former president of Dallas
Pen Company, passed away in Dallas on
September 23. He was 90.

n Custer, Grand Rapids, #3720. ThreeYear Growth: 83%; 2014 Revenue: $49.1
million.

Ed began his industry career when he
was hired as Dallas Pen’s first outside
salesperson. He subsequently purchased
the company and converted it to a totally
wholesale operation.

n InstallNET International, Crofton, MD,
#3818. Three-Year Growth: 79%; 2014
Revenue: $19.4 million.
n Workplace Solutions, #4299. ThreeYear Growth: 63%; 2014 Revenue: $5.4
million.

Furniture Remanufacturer Bill
Davies Presents at Int’l Summit
Bill Davies, president of Albany, New
York-based office furniture remanufacturer Davies Office, recently was among
the speakers at the 2015 World Remanufacturing Summit in Amsterdam, Netherlands.

Industry Firms Make 2015 Inc
5000 List

The meeting brought together industry
and academic experts from the Americas,
Asia, Europe and Australia to address
global questions and share advancements and trends in remanufacturing.
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“Remanufactured furniture saves companies tens of thousands of dollars and
reduces landfill waste and carbon emissions,” Bill said. “It was an honor to share
my experience with other experts in the
global remanufacturing industry.”

n King Business Interiors, Columbus,
OH, #3714. Three-Year Growth: 83%;
2014 Revenue: $35.4 million.

Plans are already underway for next year’s
event and don’t be too surprised if a few
more Bobs and maybe even a non-Bob
or two decided they want in on the action
as well.

Congratulations are in order for the following industry firms who made it to the
2015 Inc 5000 list, which was published
last month on the Inc.com website. Each

nomic and environmental benefits of remanufactured office furniture, specifically the latest methods used to accurately
measure the environmental impact of remanufacturing.

Davies’ presentation, “Remanufacturing
of Office Furniture – Innovations in Scale
and Scope,” focused on the key ecoINDEPENDENT DEALER

In 1975, Ed brought his son, Pat, into the
business. Pat continues today as president and CEO, with daughter-in-law Bobbie serving as vice president of the company. Ed himself retired in 1990.
During his industry career, Ed served as
president of the National Association of
Writing Instrument Distributors (NAWID) in
1984 and was a board member for more
than 10 years. He also received the Business Solutions Association’s 2006 Leadership Award for his industry achievements.
Ed is survived by his three children—Pat
Melugin, Mike Melugin and Bill Bowcon,
two daughters in law—Bobbie Melugin
and Cynthia Melugin—and six grandchildren. In lieu of flowers, the family has requested that memorial contributions be
sent to the ROC Food Pantry, 3375 Edgewood Drive, Garland, TX 75042.
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NOPA Seeks Committed, Passionate Independents to Join Our Committees
The National Office Products Alliance is as committed as ever
to defending the office products industry and serving as the
voice of independent dealers.
In addition to all of the advocacy work done within local, state
and national government, NOPA also offers members the
opportunity to serve on several association committees. The
reason for this is simple: The alliance is stronger when members
are engaged and voice their opinions, concerns and success
stories.
Committees serve a number of important roles for our
association. They include:
• Serving as a conduit through which the board of directors
receives grassroots input, opinions and suggestions on a
variety of topics
• Acting as a vehicle through which board actions are
explained
• Enhancing the effectiveness of the board by providing
research analysis and advice needed for policy decisions

• Existing as a valuable link between the board and the
independent dealer community
• Directing and guiding the future of the association through
feedback, member involvement and thought-leadership
NOPA is always looking for representatives from both member
dealer business partners and dealerships who are willing to
serve on one of our committees. You understand the frontline
challenges and your passion can help us get the ear of
legislators, decision-makers and other business leaders!
Participation is not limited just to company presidents. Any
member of the association—sales representative, designer,
CFO or other manager—is eligible.
If you possess a special skill that makes you an ideal candidate
or simply have an interest in getting active in the organization—
or if you know someone who should be on one of our
committees—NOPA wants you! Please email the association at
info@nopa.org.

Strengthen Your Business and the Industry
by Joining a NOPA Committee!
Committee members play a vital role in driving
the association's future and in ensuring a
stronger tomorrow for Independent Dealers.

What committees exist?

• The Advocacy Committee
• The Benchmarking Committee
• The Education Committee
• The Finance Committee
• The Nominating Committee
• The Scholarship Committee, and many more!

Find out more by visiting www.nopanet.org!
OCTOBER 2015
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EDspaces Offers Big Easy Access to Educational Furniture Market
If the educational furniture market is important to you, then the place to be this
month is New Orleans, where the Education Market Association (EDmarket) will
be hosting its 2015 EDspaces conference
and expo.
Set for October 28-30 at the city’s Ernest
N. Morial Convention Center, show organizers promise an effective portal into
what is currently an estimated $26 billion
market for PreK through higher Ed construction and renovation.
“EDspaces is focused on the needs of the
dealer by providing access to the latest in
educational furniture, fixtures, and equipment from over 150 top manufacturers
that can be sold throughout the learning
environment,” says EDmarket president
and CEO Jim McGarry. “It offers an outstanding opportunity to discover the new
products that can position your dealership as a trusted knowledge source for
your education customers.”
Adding an extra dimension, a special
grant program will provide travel assistance to bring key buyers and influencers
to the event. This year, 116 purchasing
officials from 16 university and community colleges and 102 school districts with
a total of just over $13 billion in planned
renovation and construction will be at-
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tending as part of the grant program.
For dealers, EDspaces provides an opportunity to save time and money by
consolidating education market training,
networking and product research into one
event, say show organizers.
Dealer-specific education is included
among the 19 accredited education sessions taking place Wednesday and Thursday before exhibits open. In addition,
more than a dozen additional sessions will
be held throughout the day in the exhibit
hall to keep the learning going throughout
the conference.
Also on tap each day is a general session
with keynote speaker. On Wednesday,
October 28, Jed Horne will present “How
Disaster Led to Recovery and Reform:
The Story of the New Orleans Schools”
from his unique perspective as a journalist
covering the disaster for the New Orleans
Times-Picayune.
On Thursday, Tim Cole, sustainability
officer for the Virginia Beach City Public
Schools, will present “Sustainability and
the 21st Century Learning Environment.”
Finally, on Friday morning, Elliott Washor,
co-founder and co-director of Big Picture
Learning, will present “Education and Design As It Is and Where It Is Going.”

INDEPENDENT DEALER

On Thursday, October 29 the industry will
be celebrating the educational facilities
industry at EDfest at Generations Hall.
Show organizers promise an evening that
will embrace the fun and festive atmosphere of New Orleans, with a high spirited Zydeco Band, a traditional Jazz Trio,
and a Second Line Brass Band. The world
famous taste of Louisiana will be served
with plenty of Creole and Cajun food for
everyone to enjoy.
EDspaces concludes with an Expeditionary Learning & Facility Tour on Friday, October 30, during which participants will
visit three impressive educational facilities
of significant interest to the design community: New Orleans Center for Creative
Arts, Andrew Wilson Charter School, and
Ursuline Academy.
“Whether your dealership specializes in
furnishing university campuses, outfitting grade and high schools or equipping
early learning environments, EDspaces is
the one place for you to see all the new
products, create relationships with the
manufacturer executives and learn how
to sell more effectively into the education
vertical market expanding your reach and
growing your profitability,” says McGarry.
For more information or to register, visit
www.ed-spaces.com.
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Worldwide Cleaning Industry on Show at ISSA/INTERCLEAN
Later this month, more than 16,000 facility
solutions professionals will be heading for
Las Vegas and ISSA/INTERCLEAN North
America 2015.
Set for October 19-23, ISSA/INTERCLEAN will feature the latest and greatest
new products and programs, along with
a comprehensive education and training
program on the latest industry trends and
market opportunities. Highlights include:
• Secrets of Flawless Execution, the
keynote presentation for Wednesday,
October 21, from Afterburner, Inc., a
global team of real fighter pilots who
will reveal how to be in full fighting form
every day
• Funny Business: a Private Performance, featuring comedian and talk
show host Jay Leno and scheduled for
Thursday morning, October 22
• ISSA Excellence Luncheon featuring
renowned investor and Shark Tank host
Kevin O’Leary, who will disclose how
you can be a successful entrepreneur
at everything you do.
• An exhibit featuring over 700 facility
solutions manufacturers and other
business partners highlighting the latest
products and programs, including the
ISSA Innovation Showcase, where
attendees can vote on their favorite
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products and services as part of this
year’s ISSA Innovation Award Program.
• A new outdoor exhibits area, where
more than a dozen exhibitors will
showcase their products and services
in a unique, open-air environment. In
addition to food trucks, the outdoor
area will feature many types of cleaning
equipment, including live demonstrations of high-pressure washers, gum
removal equipment, propane burnishers, floor strippers, water reclamation,
rider sweepers and material handling
equipment.

Alan Tomblin, ISSA president and sales
manager-North America for P&G Professional. “Since 1924, ISSA has been the
‘go to’ annual event for the worldwide
cleaning industry and this year’s meeting promises to be the best yet—no other cleaning industry event can match the
level of participation you’ll find at ISSA/
INTERCLEAN.”
For more information on ISSA/INTERCLEAN, visit www.issa.com/show. To register, go to www.issa.com/register.

• More than 45 educational seminars and
workshops on hot industry topics such
as infection control and green trends.
Attendees will also have the opportunity to become an ISSA Certification
Expert (ICE), an accredited Certification
Trainer (ACT), or become Cleaning
Maintenance Institute (CMI) Supervisor
and Management certified.
• Several informal networking events,
including a Show Floor Happy Hour on
Thursday, October 22, and the ISSA
LinkedIn Reception, also on Thursday.
“For me, ISSA/INTERCLEAN is the one
place I can see the full range of industry
stakeholders and meet the need for executive education all under one roof,” says
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The 810 Series...
You Don’t Have to Give
Up Fashion to Stay Safe.

The 820 Series...
Classic Looks to Meet
Every Budget.

The 830 Series...
Working Hard to Keep
You Looking Good.

The Style 870 Series...
Because Safety Never
Looked So Good!

Eyewear by
Introducing Protective Eyewear from ProGuard by Impact. Our protective
eyewear was developed by listening to the needs and desires of workers
that use our tools every day. ProGuard Protective Eyewear is engineered
to provide optimal ﬁt, style, and protection to prepare you for whatever
challenge you face. Another innovation from the industry leaders at
Impact. Over 50 years of experience designing and building tools and
accessories to make your job easier, safer, and better.

© 2015 Impact Products

Presidential
Politics and What
It Means for the
Future of Your
Business
By Paul Miller
Every four years, Washington gears up for a battle of ideas that determines
who will be crowned the nominees for President of the United States. The
2016 campaign is shaping up to be quite different from the races of the
past, with a whole new crop of candidates on both sides and an electorate
that seems, at least for now, to be putting a premium on lack of any previous
political experience.
But it’s still early days and if recent history offers any indication, the polls
won’t really matter until we get into the first primary early next year. This
time four years ago, Rep. Michelle Bachmann was garnering the headlines
on the Republican side. She went on to win the Iowa straw poll, only to fall
flat and eventually drop out of the race. Don’t be too surprised if you see a
similar pattern with the current crop of presidential wannabes.
What is different this year, however, is the support candidates with zero
political experience have gained in the early running.
Reality TV star and businessman Donald Trump has been turning conventional wisdom upside down with his brash, in-your-face campaign style. Not
only has it generated excitement with the voters, but it has left the rest of
the Republican field scratching their heads about how to combat this new
phenomenon.
The only candidate so far to take on Trump and see their poll numbers actually go up is former HP CEO Carly Fiorina. She has taken on both Hillary
Clinton and Trump and done so quite successfully. Once viewed as a marginal, afterthought candidate, Fiorina is now rising in the polls and has a lot
of people jumping on her campaign bandwagon and asking the question,
why not Carly?
Not so long ago, most people thought Hillary would become the first female
President—and she still may do so—but support is growing on the Republican side for the idea that Fiorina could in fact trump (as it were) Clinton for
that honor.
continued on page 37 >>
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PLATINUM PARTNERS: Avery Dennison Offce Products Company • S.P. Richards Co. • United Stationers Supply Company | DIAMOND PARTNERS:

AOPD • Navitor | GOLD PARTNERS: Pentel of America, Ltd. • Pilot | SILVER PARTNERS: INDEPENDENT DEALER • opi • OPMA • Smead Manufacturing Company

BRONZE PARTNERS: ACCO • Akers Business Solutions • Defecto LLC • Esselte Corporation • Fellowes Inc. • The Godfrey Group • The Highlands Group • Incomar Services • Midwest Resource

Group • Post-it • Scotch • Supplies Network • Trimega Purchasing Association • United Supply Corporation • Unifed Sales Associates • Zebra Pen

PAUL MILLER
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Since announcing her candidacy, Hillary
has had to reboot her campaign at least
four times. Forget the 1990s dogging her
campaign, as some commentators had
predicated. It’s what she did as secretary
of state that has her floundering—from
how to answer questions about Benghazi, her policy priorities and the stubborn e-mail server questions that refuse
to go away.
All this has a lot of Democrats concerned
about her viability in 2016. The uncertainty has only been fueled by Sen. Bernie
Sanders (I-VT) and his fast rise in the polls
and in the money chase.
No one anticipated that Sen. Sanders
would be leading Clinton in Iowa and New
Hampshire by 9%, particularly since just
over a month ago Clinton had a 20-plus
point lead over Sanders in these states.
Losing these two contests would be devastating, but not campaign ending for
Clinton, as she still holds a commanding
national lead over Sanders. The senator
from Vermont however will continue to
make it interesting and challenging for a
candidate who not so long ago was seen
as an automatic shoo-in.
Meanwhile, an even bigger wild card is
emerging on the Democratic side in the
form of Vice President Joe Biden. A lot of
Democrats are hoping he jumps into this
race and if that happens and he starts
strong with a real focus, it’s not hard to
imagine a scenario where he becomes the
nominee and (in my humble opinion) just
might clinch the Democrats’ hold on the
presidency.
Why is all this important?
Because like you, I am very concerned
Washington has moved away from the
normal legislative process and is now
governing by rule-making and Executive
Order. This new way of governing and
“legislating” makes it harder to be heard
than ever and that makes your voice so
much more important.
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We can sit on the sidelines and take what’s
coming or we can work together and fight
for real changes that don’t handcuff our
chances of growth and survival. Today’s
way of governing places these at risk and
that’s why working with NOPA and supporting the association’s government relations agenda is so critical today!
Consider this: As business owners we are
facing significant changes in determining
who is now eligible for overtime pay.
The new rate proposed by the Administration goes from the current $23,600
threshold to $50,400. This is a huge jump
that will cause major problems for small
businesses, not only in terms of having to
pay more to employees, but also due to
all the record keeping and managing tools
you will now have to implement in order
to comply.
The increased burden may see employers eliminating telecommuting because
of how hard it will be to monitor. It could
require strict rules on when employees
can use a company phone or check work
e-mails after 5:00 p.m. It may also make
your outside sales positions less attractive because the flexibility once enjoyed
will no longer exist.
Another area of concern: the changing
definition of employee versus independent contractor. Under new guidance put
out by the Obama Administration, an employer may be forced to treat those who
were previously defined as independent
contractors as employees instead. This
new guidance could pose serious problems for small businesses and their ability
to grow.
If all this wasn’t bad enough, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) recently ruled, in the Ferris-Browning decision,
that two or more companies, even if not
affiliated, may be held liable for each
other’s labor violations, and otherwise
become more easily subject to a host of
federal labor laws.
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This ruling could have major impacts on
how businesses go to market in the future
and how and if they are able to grow, particularly if they are small businesses trying
to compete in a global marketplace.
These are all issues where NOPA is actively involved and lobbying hard on your
behalf. They all have a direct impact on
your bottom line and without NOPA, you
have no one fighting for you on issues
like these.
If you’re like most small businesses, you
certainly don’t have the resources to add
another person or devote more time in
your own schedule to fight these battles.
This is what you have NOPA for.
So when you get a call from NOPA about
joining, I hope you will remember these issues and the costs they will inflict on your
business if we end up on the losing side.
I hope, too, that when you go to vote in
2016 for our next president, you will pull
the lever for the person who will put an
end to crippling rules and regulations like
the ones currently being proposed and
implemented.
Individually the mountain is too high for
any dealer but collectively, we can reach
the top and change how Washington impacts our industry. Together, we can serve
as the voice of reason that works with serious policy-makers on passing and implementing sound ideas that promote growth
and opportunity for small business. With
your help NOPA can continue that fight on
your behalf. We are your lobbying team!

As NOPA’s director of legislative and regulatory
affairs, Paul Miller is the association’s government
advocacy representative on Capitol Hill. Miller
represents NOPA and dealer interests before the
U.S. Government and key states; insisting on a
level playing field in contracting for independents
and protecting office products dealers’ business
against misguided government proposals. For more
information, visit www.iopfda.org/?page=Advocacy.
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Cover Story continued from page 39
Competition for independent dealers in 2015 comes from many
different sources. It goes without saying that the big box players
continue to seek sales in both the real world and online, although
perhaps their influence is declining.
Other national brick-and-mortar resellers—think Grainger, for example—are nipping at the heels of supply sales while the entire
online community has put office supplies and related products
seriously in play.

There is no denying that online web stores, especially those
available from large, national competitors, are one of the primary
sources of competition today. For Chris Cochran, owner of S&L
Office Supplies in Waveland, Mississippi, the biggest competitive threat to dealers is the evolution of technology and the ease
of shopping online.

With all these potential competitors, the biggest threat to independent dealers today might be their ability to stay technologically advanced enough to be competitive with national online
players, suggests Randy Garcia, owner and president of Office
Xpress in Hialeah, Florida. To be competitive your website and
online store need to have all the bells and whistles that the national players do, he contends.

But, he suggests, shopping online may not be quite as simple as
some customers believe. “It is really a short-sighted notion that
shopping online without a relationship is cheaper or faster,” he
contends. In reality, he suggests, neither holds true.
“When a business with an annual office supplies budget that’s
usually less than one percent of its total operating budget thinks
that saving a little money outweighs the convenience of having
local representation, door to door delivery and professional substitutions, it’s making a big mistake,” says Cochran.
The challenge is complicated by the harsh reality that the majority of independents aren’t really in a position where they can be
first in search and offer an outstanding customer experience online on their own. They have to depend on what the wholesalers
and third-party software sources make available.

“Usually when a customer picks the lowest price they end up
getting second-rate service,” he adds, “and when there is a
problem with the order they have a hard time getting in touch
with the supplier. Sometimes they can’t even figure out who sold
it to them.”

To endeavor to level the playing field, Office Xpress has developed its own front-end informational website, not for shopping
but to promote the firm’s capabilities to someone searching for
a new source of product. “We built this website with a modern
look and feel and use videos and other tools to present our capabilities to a customer looking for a new supplier,” says Garcia.

Most independent dealers will tell you that when you gain new
customers with price you will lose them the same way. “The
model for a lot of players out there is to lower the cost but we
don’t want to grow like that,” says Garcia. “We are looking for a
relationship with somebody who wants service and competitive
pricing and who values their access to somebody locally that
they know can do a better job than a national player.”

Since introducing the new website at the end of last year, Office Xpress has been receiving 10-12 inquiries each week from
businesses interested in learning more about the company or
wanting to open an account, Garcia reports. Using the capabilities of its in-house IT manager, the dealership plans to introduce
an open web store by the end of the year for any customer who
wants to purchase online.

When national competitors target an account, they will offer 25
to 30 items at or below cost but two months later their prices go
right back up, says Ken Henderson, president of Chicago Office
Products (COPCO), Bridgeview, Illinois.
“Customers have been through this with competitors low balling
so many times they know exactly what is going to happen,” he
continued on page 41 >>
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Cover Story continued from page 40
says. “If they tell us someone has come in with a price of $27 on
a case of copy paper, we tell them that we will match their price
for a month or two and that makes them happy.”

In the furniture world, One Point was a transactional dealer up
until 2010, when the company aligned with Herman Miller and
moved into the contract/project market.

To offset the impact of national online sources, Henderson operates his own web store front, complete with his own database
and search engine. “Being able to control what we want to stock
and sell has worked real well for us,” he says.

“You can buy furniture online but you can’t buy a serious furniture
project online,” McMahon points out. The dealership makes furniture presentations on value-added concepts such as the living
office and the concept classroom.

“I didn’t want to have the same canned website that all the other
dealers were using, so we built our own and interfaced it with our
back-end system,” he says. “If we need graphic design or banners changed or if something on our site isn’t working correctly, I
have people that can make changes happen right away.”

“Those value-added philosophies are about more than just furniture,” he contends. “They’re about how workers interact with
each other, how educators can create a more pleasant learning experience or how businesses can get the most out of their
employees while making sure they are comfortable and stay
healthy.”
Keeping current with available product offerings and diversifying
into adjacent available categories is another way many dealers
are staying competitive.
“We have evolved from just selling traditional office products to
incorporate break room, jan-san and ad specialties,” says Andrew Atkinson, principal at Preferred Business Solutions in Irving, Texas.

COPCO is a stocking dealer and he says that makes it particularly important that Henderson has complete control over what is
promoted online. “Our inventory changes all the time and I need
to have what we are stocking and promoting show up at the top
of the search. We can make that happen.”
Any online seller is a potential competitor, suggests Patrick McMahon, president of One Point in Scranton, Pennsylvania, and
that makes it critical for the brick-and-mortar independent to offer a value proposition that goes beyond the crowd. “We have
positioned our company to sell products and services that are
hard to get on the Internet,” he says. “Not that we don’t sell a lot
of office supplies but our focus and the people we want to call
on is on the type of account that values reliability and a relationship.”

BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

One of Atkinson’s biggest competitive concerns is his ability
to anticipate the next new product category that he needs to
sell and not go after the wrong piece of business in the effort to
achieve an endless aisle.
In Florida, Garcia and his team take a similar approach. “Dealers need to do whatever is necessary to remain competitive,”
he maintains. “You have to sell every product category that is
available to you and it takes work because learning new product
categories is a challenge.”
“We have over 75,000 products on our website,” says Henderson. “Our mix includes everything from IT products and food to
jan-san. Jan-san and break room are going through the roof; they
are our biggest areas of growth. Customers view break room
products as convenience items and having them delivered beats
going to Sam’s or Costco to buy them.”
continued on page 42 >>
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Being in a smaller community enables S&L Office Supplies to
maintain a retail operation. Seventy-five percent of its business is
commercial sales, but the retail operation turns out to be a terrific
sales and marketing tool.
“It doesn’t pay for itself so I look at it as my ad budget,” says
Cochran. He services the community by offering a fax service
and small copy jobs and has gained some of his best and largest
customers by being available in a pinch.
Cochran tells customers that the retail operation is there for their
convenience but explains it is not where most of the business is
conducted.
“Most of the business comes in through the receiving department and goes out on our trucks,” he says. “If you have a business, we can offer you better discounts and close to 100 percent
order accuracy. We go through every order that comes in, check
it against receiving and make sure it is correct. If an item comes
in damaged from our distributors we might make a partial delivery and have a replacement for you by the next day.”
While many customers will insist that price is important, unless a
supplier can prove it is competent and reliable they usually won’t
get the business, suggests McMahon.
“It doesn’t do any good to offer an extra discount if the customer
runs out of what they need,” he says. One of the ways that reliability is measured in the office products business is by stable
pricing. “We won’t go in with a price that is going to change in
three weeks like a lot of our competitors,” he says.
When it comes to differentiating One Point from its larger, national competitors, besides consistent pricing, it usually comes
down to personal aspects, says McMahon. “When you call our
company and talk to customer service you will probably know
the customer service person’s name,” he says. “You are not going to get a bank of people in some other country who have no
idea who you are.

counter, explains Keith Powell, vice president and owner of PayLess Office Products in Omaha, Nebraska.
“People are finally starting to figure out that if you order 15 items
from Amazon it could take two weeks to have them all trickle in
from different sources,” he says.
Those additional deliveries increase distribution costs throughout the company and the expenses are not allocated according
to any budget. “Customers need to understand that it’s not just
the price of the pen or the cartridge, it is the whole process of
distributing, paying and allocating,” he maintains.
For those business customers who are always looking for the
best deal or the lowest price, S&L Office Supplies has recently introduced an alternative, open website. Working with his Internet provider, GOPD, Cochran shows prices from four major
online providers—Staples, Office Depot, Reliable and Quill—and
customers can choose the best price for their entire shopping
list.
So far, most of the open site’s orders have come from companies
based in the immediate area who have satellite offices in other
parts of the country. The home office instructs these remote employees to order any supplies from S&L. “It has become a really
good tool for filling these orders, but it is not because of price,”
Cochran points out.
It takes more than low prices to become the office products supplier of choice. “Our sales reps do business reviews with our customers twice a year and provide usage reports, activity reports
and other custom reports,” says Henderson. Businesses don’t
get anything like that from online sources.
“Getting a one-time shot based on price is great,” he says, “but
to get repeat orders you need to offer a world-class shopping
experience and have great sales reps and provide exceptional
customer service. Customers stay with us because we always go
the extra mile to take care of them.”

“For returns,” continues McMahon, “customers just call or send
an email, and the next day one of our delivery guys picks it up. It
is a no-hassle return policy. Try to do that with one of the nationals; they have awful return policies.”
Garcia refers to his offering as “valet service.” Whatever a customer wants or needs he will get it for them even if he has to go
out and buy it at retail. “You want something,” he says, “I will
solve your problem.”
When purchasing supplies on the Internet, businesses frequently
fail to take into account the added distribution costs they encontinued on page 43 >>
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To recruit new customers effectively and keep them coming
back for return orders takes relationships. “The account needs
to know who they are buying from; you need to build a relationship,” says Powell. Sometimes it takes years to get on board with
an account, he adds. “You have to be in front of them consistently until they see that you are going to be there for them week in
and week out.”
Powell, like many other dealer owners, goes out with his salespeople on a regular basis. He is generally out on the street about
three days a week and rotates among his firm’s locations in
Omaha, Kansas City and Des Moines.
His field visits help instill confidence in his sales team and go a
long way to establish his brand in the minds of customers. “They
go, ‘I’ve got the owner of
the company here, that
says a tremendous amount
for the company and the
support that the sales team
is getting.’

for his business also tends to be the relationships he develops
with his customers. Often those relationships involve promoting
a better long-term solution and helping them save. “We can put
in play a lot of different offerings to make the relationship easier
for our customers,” he points out.
“It really comes down to building a personal relationship with
our customers and our community,” says Cochran. Successful
dealers that Cochran has talked to suggest that community involvement is one of the key contributors to staying relevant and
fueling growth. “They are always involved,” he says. “It is not just
how good their shopping cart is; that is just one of the tools. It is
how connected they are with their community.”
At Chicago Office Products, Henderson says his salespeople
never stop pushing the local advantage. “Customers
are starting to get that—
especially when they see
all these mergers and store
closings,” he says.

10 Ways

to Be Fiercely Competitive

“I had a salesman tell me
recently that the competition out there is tough,”
continues Powell. He eased
back and looked over at
the salesperson before telling him that he was mistaken. “Competition is almost
the easiest it has ever been
because people are tired of
getting burned on the Internet by unknown sources
where you lose any sense
of guarantee once their taillights leave your dock,” he
says.
“People are looking for a
reliable source. You don’t
have to be the cheapest,
but you have to be consistent and reliable. And,
of course, you have to be
competitive.”

Independent dealers interviewed for this article agreed on a
number of tactics that enabled them to be fiercely competitive in their home markets.
1. Make sure your website is visually appealing
and easy to navigate. (Pricing online needs to be
competitive.)
2. Build personal relationships with your customers.
3. Sell and support products that can’t be easily
purchased online.
4. Diversify your product offering. Sell as many
different product categories as you can readily
support.
5. Offer outstanding customer service.
6. Do regular business reviews with your
customers.
7. Have consistent pricing policies.
8. Get involved in your community.
9. If appropriate, introduce a buy-local campaign.
10. Stay engaged with your customers—be in touch
with them on a regular basis.

Andrew Atkinson says that
the biggest differentiator

“We tell customers our
company is the same as
it has always been and we
are always going to be here
to take care of them,” says
Henderson. “The sales rep
who took care of you a year
ago is still going to be here.
We are called Chicago Office Products and we have
always marketed ourselves
as a hometown business
for local businesses. It is
just something that is in our
blood.”
Sales reps for COPCO take
the local message seriously. “They breathe it and eat
it,” says Henderson. Most
of the time when they call
on customers they are
dealing with homegrown,
independent businesses.
“Our sweet spot is probably business with 50 to
continued on page 44 >>
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150 office employees. They are not huge, national companies;
they’re locally owned. It works real well for us.”
Garcia tells how he almost lost an account when a new CFO
joined his client’s company and wanted to review all contracts
and go out for bids. His contact there alerted him to this fact and
let him know that Staples was trying to get the business.
Garcia offered to match any pricing that Staples offered and reminded the operations manager how Office Xpress had provided
excellent service on numerous occasions. He was finally able to
maintain the account, and says it was his relationship with that
customer that saved the business.
The more complex the business is, the better Office Xpress is
prepared to meet its needs, Garcia points out. The complex business can’t make purchases with credit cards, they have to cut
purchase orders and make any number of different and unusual
requests. “That is the type of client I want,” says Garcia, “because they know if they go to Staples they’re not going to get 50
percent of what we offer.”
Garcia says that it starts with the relationship. Do you know the
owners? Do you know the CFO? Have you ever gotten involved
with them on a fundraiser? These are just some of the indicators
of how strong your relationship is and how much stress it can
endure.
“Do whatever you need to do to present your best qualities,”
says Garcia. “Otherwise, you are just another guy selling pencils
and paper and eventually, somebody is going to outbid you.”
The most effective approach to stave off competition from national players sometimes is to just stay engaged with your customers. “Our sales force stays engaged with customers and
shows them the latest products that we offer,” says Atkinson.
Either the rep passes out literature or sometimes he or she will
bring along a manufacturer’s rep to do demonstrations.
All of the dealers interviewed for this article mentioned that sales
training—whether from wholesalers, manufacturers or third-party sources—was critical for keeping salespeople on their game.
With control of its own web offerings, Chicago Office Products
employs Market Xpert software from OP Software on its site. The
software makes sure that the prices on the website are competitive with prices from big boxes sources.
Once a week all of its online prices are updated. “It saves us from
having to go out and custom price near as many items for clients,” Henderson explains. Competitive street prices are always
posted online.
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“Salespeople don’t have to worry about being embarrassed by a
Staples or Depot price,” continues Henderson. His people hear
all the time how pushy those salespeople are, calling customers
every week and asking for orders. “There is so much business
out there, we don’t need to twist arms to get appointments or
harass customers to get them to buy from us.”
It comes down to being honest, treating customers the right way
and bending over backwards to offer the best service possible.
Henderson contends that he has customers in his top 100 that
he has been doing business with for 35 years. “When you keep
a customer for that many years, and they are being called by
everybody, it is a pretty good indicator that you must be doing
something right.”
Customer loyalty is a goal that every dealer needs to pursue especially in today’s business environment where pricing is near
completely transparent. Ten years ago price transparency wasn’t
as big a concern as it has become today. “We have to be sure we
are priced right,” says Atkinson. “People are using dual monitors
to make it easier to shop on price. Some customers want to single-source but there are still others who want the cheapest price
for every single line item.”
“If I give a customer a part number from 3M or Avery or HON,”
says Garcia, “they can go online, type in that part number and
find 10 different characters who are selling that item below my
cost.”
He tells clients that his business model won’t allow him to match
those prices. He tells his salespeople that when customers tell
them they can get a product cheaper someplace else, they
should remind those customers of the benefits they get when
they purchase from Office Xpress and highlight how easy returns
are and how quickly they can obtain assistance or training. The
basic message he wants them to give is this: Whatever they
might need in terms of support they will receive it from Office
Xpress.
That approach may not work for every customer but as Garcia,
the other dealers we talked to for this story and indeed the independent dealer community in general have demonstrated convincingly for many years, there are more than enough customers
who do respond to that service, value and relationship-based
message to keep the channel strong and growing.

Michael Chazin is a freelance writer based in Glenview, Illinois who specializes in
business topics.
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Time to
Negotiate!
By Marisa Pensa

Negotiations are a part of life. How many
times have you been on a sales call and
the first thing a prospect asks is: “What’s
your price on copy paper?”
Whether you’re selling paper, office furniture, or any product for that matter, you
need to be a great negotiator to be successful. So how do you approach the process? Two things are extremely important
when it comes to negotiating: the outcome and the relationship.
When it comes to outcomes, there are five
possibilities:
1. I win, you lose. Compete. This
is not beneficial for a long-term
relationship.
2. I lose, you win. Accommodate.
You are not operating from a
position of strength.
3. I lose, you lose. Avoid. This is the
weakest outcome.
4. I win/lose some, you win/lose
some. Compromise. Picking your
battles is good, but still not ideal.
5. I win, you win. Collaborate. This
is the most desirable outcome!
So how do you position yourself to get to
the fifth outcome?
Negotiations start from the very moment
you begin talking to a prospect or customer. Trust must be built. Without trust,
there is little chance that your sales relationship will work.
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There are basically four levels of sales relationships. The lower-level sales relationship categories are “Seller” and “Vendor.”
With these relationships it’s difficult to negotiate effectively because everything is
based on price.
Price is the lowest form of negotiation and
at least one party will lose.
If someone does try to push you to a lower price, don’t just automatically discount.
Pause and ask them two questions. First
question: “May I ask, what price did you
expect?” Wait for the answer. Second
question: “How did you come up with that
number?”
You want to hear the story. They might
not be comparing apples to apples when
comparing your pricing to the competition’s pricing.
If a price on an item like copy paper or
toner seems too good to be true…it usually is. Be sure to look for things such
as purchase limits, order minimums and
shipping fees before you jump to a price
match.
If they won’t budge and you decide to
discount in order to get the deal, make
sure you always take something away
from the original offer to show the value
of your offer.
The higher-level sales relationship categories are “Supplier” and “Partner/Trusted Advisor.” With these relationships you
have the ability to negotiate more successfully because you have built a level
of trust.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Price alone is rarely part of the debate.
They want to do business with you. There
is a collaboration of ideas and strategies
to make sure the final outcome benefits
all parties.
Here are some tips for negotiating at the
Supplier or Partner level:
•F
 ocus. Ask great questions and be
an impressive listener.
•B
 e prepared with more than one
good option.
•B
 e empathetic. Show your feelings, if
appropriate.
•K
 eep thing simple. Sometimes
presenting too many arguments can
backfire.
•D
 on’t let your competitive nature
cloud your thinking. Be open to
walking away if an agreement is not
in the cards this time.
The personal connection you make with
your prospects and customers makes all
the difference when it comes to working
toward a win/win outcome. Good selling
and good luck with all of your negotiations, big and small!

Marisa Pensa is president of Methods in Motion,
a sales training company whose focus is to help
sales teams implement and sustain measurable
improvements in the most critical aspects of sales.
For more information, visit www.methodsnmotion.
com.
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PROFILE OF A SERIAL DEAL KILLER:

Four Crimes to Avoid in Today’s Economy
By Tim Wackel

Times are tough for sales professionals
everywhere. Customers are slashing budgets, shuffling business priorities, reorganizing internal responsibilities and avoiding almost every unnecessary risk. So
what can you do to increase your chances
of sales success in this turbulent economy?
Hint: The answer is right there in your mirror. That’s right… it’s YOU!
It’s easy to blame weak markets, relentless
competition or even the boss’s unwillingness to negotiate as primary reasons for
your lack of success. Hiding behind these
excuses is simple and painless. But unfortunately it also creates the perfect environment to start losing your edge. Given
enough time, you’ll find yourself turning
into a serial deal killer.
Here’s a quick countdown of the four
worst selling crimes being committed today and some practical advice on how
you can avoid them:

Crime #4
Assuming “no” when you really
don’t “know”
Stop assuming they won’t take your call,
agree to an appointment or do business
with you. This doesn’t mean I’m giving
you license to become a pest, but I am
encouraging you to become more persistent.
Quit making decisions for your prospects
and move forward with a relentless “go for
no” attitude. Sure you’ll face a little more
rejection, but that helps clean out your
funnel and forces you to focus on the right
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opportunities.
I know it hurts to lose, but you can’t lose
what you don’t have. And you just might
be surprised how many times you’ll hear
a “yes” if you’re willing to stay engaged.

Crime #3
Talking too much
Many sales people get hired because they
have the infamous “gift of gab.” There is
a pretty good chance that you’ve worked
with someone who loved nothing better
than the sound of their own voice. These
reps are great at telling stories, but they
struggle to connect and create deeper dialog with prospects and customers.
Being able to clearly and succinctly articulate a compelling story is vital to your
success. Your goal is to be brief, be bright
and be gone!
Before you make your next call, ask yourself: why, given all of the competitive alternatives available, should this prospect
want to do business with me right now?

Crime #2
Failing to ask for commitment
One of the major reasons reps don’t get
the business is because they hesitate to
ask for it. If you’ve done the right things in
the right way, it becomes your professional responsibility to be assertive.
When should you close? Early and often! Asking for little commitments along
the way makes asking for the final commitment much easier. Plus you’ll quickly
learn how realistic the opportunity is. CusINDEPENDENT DEALER

tomers who are unwilling to make small
commitments along the way are going to
be even less enthusiastic about making a
bigger commitment later on.

Crime #1
Purposely (or mistakenly) using
less than adequate skills
If you’re going to sell more every year, you
need to get better every year. There is an
abundance of sales books, tele-seminars,
podcasts, webinars, and sales training
programs available today. What are you
waiting for?
So where should you focus? Start by honestly answering a few of these questions.
• How much preparation are you
putting into each call?
• Are the questions you ask thought
provoking or mind numbing?
• How valuable are your ideas (i.e.,
would prospects pay for them?)
• What are the top three obstacles
that prevent deals from closing?
• How do you clearly and concisely
address these obstacles?
• What are you doing every week to
help build better relationships?
Make a commitment right now to sharpen
your selling skills. I’m confident it will help
you win more opportunities and create
more success!

Tim Wackel is a veteran sales trainer and founder
and president of The Wackel Group, a training and
consulting firm dedicated to helping organizations
find, win and keep customers for life. To learn more,
visit www.timwackel.com.
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What Makes For a Good Business Card?
By Troy Harrison

We salespeople spend a lot of time talking
about “sales tools.” More to the point,
many salespeople (maybe you) spend a
lot of time complaining and whining about
the lack of sales tools (or the lack of perceived quality of our sales tools) that our
boss provides us.
When we talk about this, we’re talking
about brochures, pretty folders, PowerPoint presentations and all the other fluff,
colored lights and brass bands that salespeople hope will sell for them.
The truth is that all the brochures, sell
sheets, and presentations in the world
are at best a distant third in the ranking
of your sales tools. Numero Uno is YOU.
And that’s far ahead of any of the others.
We talk about YOU all the time, so this
month, let’s talk about Sales Tool #2.
Sales Tool #2 is far behind YOU in importance, but far ahead of #3 in importance.
You should have it with you at all times.
It’s the lowly business card!
Let’s talk about how to make it something
that really does work as a sales tool for
you but before that, let’s remind ourselves
of why we use business cards:

Business cards identify us.

Business cards give us credibility.

A business card is a very quick way to
place us in the business world. On a very
small piece of heavy paper, we convey
who we are, what we do and for whom
we do it.

Business cards establish you as a “legitimate” businessperson. They begin the
process of establishing that you are what
you say you are and can do what you say
you can do. And, in sales, credibility is our
main asset.

We also let people know how to get hold
of us. Go to a networking event and you’ll
meet a bunch of people. You’ll also collect a bunch of business cards. You may
forget the faces but the cards remind you
of the people.

Business cards are the best
leave-behind.
Salespeople love “leave-behinds,” those
fancy brochures and packets that are
supposed to remind our customers of
why they should buy from us.
About four out of every five of those fancy brochures end up in the trash before
you make it out of the parking lot but your
business card is saved and filed. That
means your business card is usually your
only meaningful leave-behind. It’s also
why you shouldn’t attach your card to
stuff that’s likely to be thrown away.

With all that, it’s pretty easy to see that
business cards are vital to a salesperson’s
“personality.” But there are some easy
ways to go right and wrong with them.
Let’s talk about some ways to make a
business card work for you:

Quality, quality and more quality.
This speaks to credibility. A quality business card is a good business card. “Quality” means nice, heavy card stock, sharp
printing, and nice layout. A good business
card from a reputable printer only costs
$100 or so for a thousand. If a hundred
bucks is too much to spend in order to
protect your image, get out of sales. By
the way, if your company supplies you
with cheap cards that don’t send the right
message, it’s still on you to get nice ones.
It’s your career!
continued on page 48 >>
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BUSINESS CARD

continued from page 47

Distinctive is good, up to a point.
One sales author whom I like and respect
believes strongly in the distinctive business card. In fact, his is a large coin. It’s
distinctive as heck, and his philosophy
is that people remember it (and you) and
take care of it.
I liked that philosophy for a long time. The
trouble is (and this is the truth, not just
something to say), I lost his coin-card.
Since it wouldn’t fit with the rest of my
card files, it ended up as part of the “stuff”
that rolled around my top desk drawer.
Apparently, at some point, it became part
of the “stuff” that I cleaned out of my desk.
The moral of the story? Distinctive is
good, but remember what your customer is going to do with your card. My best
advice is to stay within the same size as
other cards.

Be appropriate.
The design of your card should reflect

what you do. For instance, a card with an
elaborate design and a riot of colors would
be perfect for a printer or graphic designer
but a disaster for a financial planner. Make
sure the design of your card conveys the
image you want to convey.

Include appropriate information.
Have you ever pulled out a card and tried
to figure out exactly what the person (or
company) does? Me, too.
So many companies have vague or similar names (which is another article for another day), and that can make it hard to
place you in the business world (remember, that’s one of our objectives). If yours
is like that, include a bullet point or tag
line somewhere that says what you do for
a living.

Make it easy to contact you:
In a recent online poll of Kansas City Small
Business Monthly readers, over 60% of
respondents indicated that e-mail is their

favorite means of communication (over a
list of methods that included telephone
and face-to-face contact). Yet about onethird of the business cards I see have
no e-mail address on them. Why not? If
you’re worried about spam, it’s too late.
You’re probably getting it, regardless of
your business card design.
Whether you know it or not, your business card is far more important than any
brochure or presentation tool. In fact, in
many cases, it’s all you have. Make it a
good one.

Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You Mean
It!” and a speaker, consultant, and sales navigator
who helps companies build more profitable and
productive sales forces. For information on booking
speaking/training engagements, consulting, or to
sign up for his weekly E-zine, call 913-645-3603,
e-mail Troy@TroyHarrison.com, or visit www.
TroyHarrison.com.

Office Products Women in Leadership (OPWIL)
is a professional organization connecting women in
leadership roles within the Office Products industry.
Together we can learn, develop and grow while forming
professional connections and developing lasting friendships.

Join our conversation on Facebook and LinkedIn for more information.
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